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Thermoforming
Vacuum Packaging
Machine
Presented by a professional manufacturer of
Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine
(Roll-stock type)

the verified performance and efficiency

from decades of experience and know-how since its release in Korea.

Customized production

From design to assembly, oriented on each different production condition.

Since 2003, we have offered individual and optimal solutions for industrial internal packaging in various mass-processing sites
of each different productive condition. With confidence in our experience and knowhow from decades, we proudly present
'SANVAC®’, our 'Automatic Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine'.

Look inside to evaluate vacuum packaging completion.

Packaging defines the product value.

Sanvac ® is the manifestation of our principle, "Our machines for reliable and durable performance".

Foods / Food ingredients

Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine

Flexible type packaging in general vacuum for meats.

Hang hole, easy-open and retorting for convenience foods.

It is an industrial internal packaging machine which performs 'thermoforming' and 'vacuum-sealing' with two
rolls of film in massive productivity. Extended shelf life from vacuity and visual transparency will make your
end-users more confident on your products.

'Flexible packaging' applied
in production site.

Flexible
packaging

Reservation-gas flushed in opulent structure of rigid type for high-value agricultural products.

Liquid packaging for seefoods, saucy meats, pickles and any other juicy products.

We can offer various case-by-case solutions to each different request to relieve
mass-processor's difficulties.

the usage of thin flexible film to seal usually tight on products / General method
(Applicable with normal vacuum, gas-flushing and liquid packaging)

Medical consumables
Optimal packaging solution for strict hygiene requirements on medical products.
(Syringe, fluids, surgical gloves, surgical caps, scalpels, probes, etc.)
Bottom film

(thermoformed and product-loaded)

Top film on moving
(hot-stamped with MFG and EXP dates)

'Rigid packaging' applied
in production site.

Bottom film
(on the loader before thermoforming)
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Forming die (equipped with
'pneumatic cylinder' for rigid film)

Two layers of film as
vacuum-sealed in 'sealing die'

Rigid
packaging

Bottom film

Vacuum-sealed products moving
toward for vertical cutting

Individual unit packs coming
out toward conveyor belt

Precision machinery / Electronics / Export products

the usage of thick and hard film to maintain container shape / Special method
(Applicable with gas-flushing and liquid packaging)

(thermoformed and product-loaded)

Front view on singular unit
(easy-open for end-user)

Back view on singular unit
(preservation-gas flushed)

It is optimal method of anti-pollution packaging for impurity-sensitive products
such as high-precision parts, semi-conductors, etc.

Application
points

Absence of air itself improves shelf life and hygiene, which can be much reinforced with preservation gas inside.
Compact packs make storage and transportation easier. Visible transparency will gain confidence on the products
from end-users' viewpoint.
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Multi-purpose and high performance
Thermoforming vacuum packaging machine
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Sanvac®, the verified performance and efficiency
from decades of experience and know-how since its release.
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Touch screen
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Rotary cutter
Film shred
outlet
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Multi printer

Sealing die
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1. Bottom film
2. Forming die
3. Bottom film (thermoformed)
4. Bottom film (product-loaded)
5. Top film

Cross cutter
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6. Sealing die
7. Lengthwise cutting (Crosscutter)
8. Widthwise cutting (Rotary cutter)
9. Singular product (after two-way cutting)
1
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Loading area
03

Forming die
02

01

01 Bottom film

Cross cutter (Vertical cutting)

It is where bottom film is heated and formed into customized shape of cavity to contain products.
We can support various patterns (we name them 'formers') responding to product design and size.

03 Loading area

It is open area for laborers to load products on bottom film right after thermoforming (heating and
forming). For automatic product loading, it needs to be combined with extra system and we can
consult for the special development.

04 Multi printer

EYE MARK
SYSTEM

Rotary cutter (Widthwise cutting)

It is attached on bottom film loader, the starting point of thermoforming vacuum packaging mechanism.

02 Forming die

Bottom
film

It sets exact cutting
positions on the film
which repeats pausing
and moving forward.

08 Rotary cutter (Widthwise cutting)

Film Advance

It cuts the sealed film in widthwise direction from the film advance.

Functions and options applicable as per model

09 Film shred outlet (tube line leading to pneumatic film shred collecting system)

As an optional item, it will print elementary phrases such as MFG and EXP on the film.
Classification

05 Top film

Being thermoformed and product-loaded, later on, bottom film will match top film to be vacuumed and sealed.

06 Sealing die

It is where product-loaded bottom film and top film will be sealed in the designated vacuum degree
(in controllable gradation from 1 to 999 by inputting digits simply on touch screen).

07 Cross cutter (Vertical cutting)

It cuts the sealed film in lengthwise direction (90° from the film advance) by vertical cutting.
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Option

SR-440
SR-400
SR-350
MR-360

Film material
Flexible
packaging

Rigid
packaging

Internal phase after sealing
General
vacuum

Liquid
packing

Gas
flush

Additional device
Eyemark
system

Multi
printer

Smart
multi-labeler

Booster
pump

Chiller

Suction
collector

We offer two methods of processing film shred (the remnant after cutting) : One is ' Suction collector', the pneumatic
film shred collector and the other is 'Winding reels'. Above picture is an instance of pneumatic collection between two
alternatives.

10 Touch screen
Almost every operation can be controlled by touching the screen directly, namely 'touch screen'. Currently available
languages are Korean, English, Chinese, Thai and Spanish. However, it can support any other font in different
language.

11 Touch screen support

Operators can rotate 'touch screen' for their convenience with its pivoting shaft.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

HIGH PERFORMANCE

LABEL

VACUUM

LIQUID

GAS

LABELER

VACUUM

700

GAS

4510

6010
3185

709

1325

700

2485

709

510

6915

890

890

1930

510

1930

2125

LIQUID

987

5415

Standard dimension in mm

987
Standard dimension in mm

SR-440

SR-400

The highest performance optimal for mass-production site. The largest model capable of all applications.

Pragmatic high productivity. High performance medium-sized vacuum packaging machine.

Available of normal vacuum packaging, liquid packaging, gas flushing and labeling.

Available of normal vacuum packaging, liquid packaging and gas flushing.

Explanation of terminology

Explanation of terminology

▶︎

Advance : The film repeats pausing and moving forward to undergo each step of process. 'Advance' refers to the movement itself and/or the moving distance, which is as same as the die size.
Cycles per minute : The number of advances repeated in 1 minute.
▶︎ Capability = The number of repeated cycles × the number of unit packs to process per one cycle.
▶︎ To judge the exact amount per one cycle of a certain product, the product information is indispensable in prior because packaging dimension determines
the one die load. The exact amount per one cycle work will be calculated on designing 'formers' to apply to buyer's product.

▶︎

▶︎

▶︎

Technical data

Technical data

Maximum film advance

550 mm (or longer on buyer's request)

Maximum forming depth

80 or 100mm for basic choice / 150mm on request

Bottom film width
Loading area

424 ~ 464mm (Width exceeding 464mm for option)

PLC Control / Servo Motor

Power source

220V/3P, 380V/4p, 50/60hz

Water consumption

Production capacity

▶
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Pneumatic consumption

Weight

It depends on packaging

Control system

Power consumption

Advance : The film repeats pausing and moving forward to undergo each step of process. 'Advance' refers to the movement itself and/or the moving distance, which is as same as the die size.
Cycles per minute : The number of advances repeated in 1 minute.
▶︎ Capability = The number of repeated cycles × the number of unit packs to process per one cycle.
▶︎ To judge the exact amount per one cycle of a certain product, the product information is indispensable in prior because packaging dimension determines
the one die load. The exact amount per one cycle work will be calculated on designing 'formers' to apply to buyer's product.

Below 220V 25Kw or below 380V 23Kw, with vacuum pump equipped

Maximum film advance

450 mm (or longer on buyer's request)

1,000 ~ 1,500 liters per minute, 7 bars

Maximum forming depth

80 or 100mm for basic choice / 150mm on request

100 ~ 150 liters per hour, 1 bar
1,000 ~ 1,500 kg
8 or 12 CPM with booster pump installed (CPM : cycles per minute)

Above specifications are just standard norms for the relevant model and modification is practicable on buyer's request.

Bottom film width
Loading area

324 ~ 424mm (Width exceeding 424mm for option)

PLC Control / Servo Motor

Power source

220V/3P, 380V/4p, 50/60hz

Pneumatic consumption
Water consumption
Weight

It depends on packaging

Control system

Power consumption

Production capacity

▶

Below 220V 20Kw or below 380V 18Kw, with vacuum pump equipped
900 ~ 1,200 liters per minute, 7 bars
80 ~ 130 liters per hour, 1 bar
900 ~ 1,300 kg
7 or 12 CPM with booster pump installed (CPM : cycles per minute)

Above specifications are just standard norms for the relevant model and modification is practicable on buyer's request.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

HIGH PERFORMANCE

VACUUM

LIQUID

GAS

VACUUM

3010

3610
987 700

1925

735 650

669

947

3700

Standard dimension in mm

MR-360

Compact size still capable of practical functions.

Mini-size model optimized for narrow site and small quantity production.

Available of normal vacuum packaging, liquid packaging and gas flushing.

Available of normal vacuum packaging.

Explanation of terminology

Explanation of terminology

▶︎

Advance : The film repeats pausing and moving forward to undergo each step of process. 'Advance' refers to the movement itself and/or the moving distance, which is as same as the die size.
Cycles per minute : The number of advances repeated in 1 minute.
▶︎ Capability = The number of repeated cycles × the number of unit packs to process per one cycle.
▶︎ To judge the exact amount per one cycle of a certain product, the product information is indispensable in prior because packaging dimension determines
the one die load. The exact amount per one cycle work will be calculated on designing 'formers' to apply to buyer's product.

▶︎

▶︎

▶︎

Technical data

Technical data

Maximum forming depth

80 or 100mm for basic choice

Bottom film width
Loading area

Pneumatic consumption

324 ~ 424mm (Width exceeding 424mm for option)

Weight

It depends on packaging

Control system

PLC Control / Servo Motor

Power source

220V/3P, 380V/4p, 50/60hz

Production capacity

▶
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Water consumption

Advance : The film repeats pausing and moving forward to undergo each step of process. 'Advance' refers to the movement itself and/or the moving distance, which is as same as the die size.
Cycles per minute : The number of advances repeated in 1 minute.
▶︎ Capability = The number of repeated cycles × the number of unit packs to process per one cycle.
▶︎ To judge the exact amount per one cycle of a certain product, the product information is indispensable in prior because packaging dimension determines
the one die load. The exact amount per one cycle work will be calculated on designing 'formers' to apply to buyer's product.

Below 220V 20Kw or below 380V 18Kw, with vacuum pump equipped

Maximum film advance

250 mm (or longer on buyer's request)

700 ~ 1,000 liters per minute, 7 bars

Maximum forming depth

60mm for basic choice

80 ~ 130 liters per hour, 1 bar
600 ~ 900 kg
7 or 9 CPM with booster pump installed (CPM : cycles per minute)

Above specifications are just standard norms for the relevant model and modification is practicable on buyer's request.

870
Standard dimension in mm

SR-350

Power consumption

1633

865

1930

890

4325

280 mm (or longer on buyer's request)

594

349

320

Maximum film advance

1625

Bottom film width
Loading area

Pneumatic consumption

324 ~ 384mm (Width exceeding 384mm for option)

PLC Control / Servo Motor

Power source

220V/3P, 380V/4p, 50/60hz

Water consumption
Weight

It depends on packaging

Control system

Power consumption

Production capacity

▶

Below 220V 15Kw or below 380V 13Kw, with vacuum pump equipped
700 liters per minute, 7 bars
80 liters per hour, 1 bar
700 kg
6 CPM (CPM : cycles per minute)

Above specifications are just standard norms for the relevant model and modification is practicable on buyer's request.
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Multi-purpose and high performance
Thermoforming vacuum packaging machine

SMART MULTI LABELER

CUTTING FINISHES (OPTIONAL FUNCTIONS)

To Complete Product Adornment
With Your Designed Stickers!!

HANG HOLE
A punched hole to
fit on displaying rod,
for example,
in convenience store.

EASY OPEN

Self-developed item
For one-time installation of the main machine and its labeler
The one-stop solution to carry out the manufacturer's design drawing
(Available only with 'SR-440')

Non-adhesive tip on
corner for end-user's
easier opening.

TECHNICAL DATA
Dispensing speed

Up to 600 mm/min

Workable label size

Width : 60mm ~ 100mm
Length : 60mm ~ 130mm

Label roll diameter

330mm

Rewinding roll diameter of liner (Backing paper)

200mm

Labeling tolerance

± 1 mm

Number of rows

Up to 9 rows

Number of columns

Up to 9 columns

Number of workable items

Up to 99 items

PERFORATION
(DOT CUT)
Perforation line for
end-user's convenience
at splitting if needed.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS (FOR OPTION)
RIGID PACKAGING

MULTI PRINTER

Two birds with one stone : Tray-like stable container packaging by
simplified thermoforming mechanism.

Two Methods Of Collecting Film Shred
For Buyers To Choose

Practicable with 1000 micron in thickness of hard materiality, for example, PET.
(The realized sturdy thickness, breaking the conventional paradigm)

Speedy process as general method of flexible thermoforming.

(Specialized rigid-thermoforming system with modified booster and power cutter)

SUCTION
COLLECTOR

GAS FLUSHING

(By Aerodynamic Suction)

Aerodynamic force makes the shred
flow into this metal drum automatically.

The method to improve freshness, shelf life and thus trustfulness by
injecting preservation gas before or after expulsion of existing air.

(Applicable with SR-440, SR-400 and SR-350)

Customer's free selection on gas description.
(Carbon dioxide, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Mixed Gas, etc.)
Advance flushing before
air expulsion / Flexible type

MAP / Rigid type
(MAP : Modified Atmosphere Packaging)

WINDING REELS
Spontaneous operation with the main body
to print basic scripts of MFG and EXP, etc.
It works on top film by hot-stamping
with carbon paper.

LIQUID PACKAGING

(Collectors
by Rotary Motion)

(of something juicy or in full liquid)

A pair of reels will wind two lines
of shred. (Applicable with all models)

Seafood (to preserve in seawater), pickles, saucy meat, etc.
Applicable on both types - flexible and rigid.
Full liquid / Flexible type
(Front view)
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Applicable on both types - flexible and rigid.

Full liquid / Flexible type
(Back view)
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SR-440

SR-400

SR-350

MR-360

16, Pyeongcheon-ro 141 beon-gil, Bupyeong-gu, Incheon, KOREA (21310)
Tel. +82-32-682-4567, 684-4567

www.packsko.com

Fax. +82-32-677-2345

E-mail. packsko@packsko.com

